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Major Benefits of Attending
By end of this course, delegates will be able to:
• GET TO KNOW offshore/upstream third party access and infrastructure sharing
• MASTER the bidding and negotiation skill
• EXPLAIN key features of arrangement
• IDENTIFY the commercial issues associated with transportation and processing agreements, and
associated tie-in agreements
• LEARN European legislation and codes applying to third-party access
• UNDERTSAND the different country regulations
• DISCOVER the legal terms and guidance on setting tariff levels

Why you Should Attend?

Who Should Attend?

For many years negotiated contracts for access between asset-owner and
potential asset-user have formed the basis for determining all the terms relating
to third-party use of the infrastructure. It is possible to argue that, in
circumstances where both the asset owner and the potential user can benefit
from third party use of the infrastructure, market forces will produce tariffs and
other terms which result in an economically efficient solution to the problem
and state intervention is not required.
It is clear that asset owners can readily take advantage of the bargaining power
which ownership of infrastructure provides. Such bargaining power will be a
function of the extent to which alternative processing and transportation
facilities are available and the costs of accessing these by the potential user.
TPA will enhance gas supply industry competitiveness as well as optimize
development costs and gas infrastructure utilization to liberalize the gas
market. Market liberalization will not only facilitate entry of new industry players
but also encourage energy efficiency and benefit consumers through
competitive gas pricing.
This course is designed for professionals that are involved in Offshore Third Party
Access and Infrastructure Sharing also to whom that would like more details
about the TPA in oil and gas industry. This is an intensive course provides
understanding of legal framework of TPA. Through this course, participants will
have the opportunity to understand the importance and Function of the TPA.
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The seminar is specifi cally designed
for:
• Commercial Manager and
Executives
• Contract Managers
• Engineers and Analysts
• Business Development Managers
• New Venture Managers and
Executives
• Procurement and Purchasing
Managers
• Financiers Involved in Project
Finance
• Investment Analysis and
Syndicated Lending
• Government and Joint Venture
Owners Involved in
Sponsoring/Assessing Project
Finance Deals
• Accountants and Lawyers Needed
to Understand in More Detail the
Challenges Specific to the Oil and
Gas Industry

